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Accurate and Robust Video Saliency Detection via
Self-Paced Diffusion
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Abstract—Conventional video saliency detection methods
frequently follow the common bottom-up thread to estimate video
saliency within the short-term fashion. As a result, such methods
can not avoid the obstinate accumulation of errors when the
collected low-level clues are constantly ill-detected. Also, being
noticed that a portion of video frames, which are not nearby the
current video frame over the time axis, may potentially benefit the
saliency detection in the current video frame. Thus, we propose
to solve the aforementioned problem using our newly-designed
key frame strategy (KFS), whose core rationale is to utilize both
the spatial-temporal coherency of the salient foregrounds and
the objectness prior (i.e., how likely it is for an object proposal
to contain an object of any class) to reveal the valuable long-
term information. We could utilize all this newly-revealed long-
term information to guide our subsequent “self-paced” saliency
diffusion, which enables each key frame itself to determine
its diffusion range and diffusion strength to correct those ill-
detected video frames. At the algorithmic level, we first divide
a video sequence into short-term frame batches, and the object
proposals are obtained in a frame-wise manner. Then, for each
object proposal, we utilize a pre-trained deep saliency model
to obtain high-dimensional features in order to represent the
spatial contrast. Since the contrast computation within multiple
neighbored video frames (i.e., the non-local manner) is relatively
insensitive to the appearance variation, those object proposals
with high-quality low-level saliency estimation frequently exhibit
strong similarity over the temporal scale. Next, the long-term
common consistency (e.g., appearance models/movement patterns)
of the salient foregrounds could be explicitly revealed via similarity
analysis accordingly. We further boost the detection accuracy via
long-term information guided saliency diffusion in a self-paced
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manner. We have conducted extensive experiments to compare
our method with 16 state-of-the-art methods over 4 largest public
available benchmarks, and all results demonstrate the superiority
of our method in terms of both accuracy and robustness.

Index Terms—Video saliency detection, long-term saliency
revealing, key frame strategy, self-paced saliency diffusion.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

SALIENCY detection aims at extracting regions that attract
the attention of human vision system (HVS) most to con-

struct a saliency map. As one of the preprocessing tools, saliency
detection is of high practical relevance to various computer vi-
sion applications, e.g., adaptive compression of images [1], [2],
image retargeting [3], object tracking [4], [5], image retrieval [6],
[7], image stylization [8], [9], video surveillance [10], video
summarization [11], [12], and video expression [13]. Accord-
ing to the HVS related perceptual researches [14], [15], what
matters most for the saliency detection is “contrast”, i.e., com-
parison with surroundings, the more differences the region has,
the more salient it will be.

For saliency detection in single image, low-level cues, such
as color contrast [17], compactness [18], multi-scale unique-
ness [19], [20], are complementary adopted. However, as for
saliency detection in video sequences, the incursion of the tem-
poral info makes the saliency detection more challenging. As
one of the most critical video saliency cue, the motion cue can
be formulated from the intrinsic temporal information by using
the common thread contrast computation over the inter-frame
optical flows [21]. And it has been widely adopted by the cur-
rent state-of-the-art methods [16], [22]–[25].

Motions extracted by optical flow methods [21] can coarsely
exclude those non-salient background regions, making the
video saliency detection more accurate. Also, our previous
works [16], [22], [24] found that the sole usage of motion clues
works well in most of stationary video sequences. However, as
for non-stationary videos, either the drastic camera view angle
change or fast object movements may produce false-alarm
detections and cause the optical flow sensed motion saliency
cues untrustworthy.

Although the above mentioned limitations can be alleviated
by incorporating motion saliency cues with the color saliency
cues [23], solely using fusion based strategy easily reaches
performance bottle-neck, because both of these two cues may
simultaneously stay incorrect for those videos with complex
scenarios, e.g., the boat sequence in Davis2016 dataset [26].
Therefore, the “short-term” methods [16], [23], [24], [27] are
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Fig. 1. An example of a long video sequence with large scale variation il-
lustrating that the short-term information guided non-local methods are fragile.
The hollow effects (see FL18 [16]) can be frequently observed.

Fig. 2. The pictorial demonstration of our motivation. The green arrow indi-
cates the current video frame, and the blue purple arrows demonstrate the ratio-
nale of FL18 [16](marked with blue rectangle), which only utilize the short-term
info to boost the current saliency detection. Since there may also exists strong
spatial-temporal coherency between the current frame and those beyond scope
frames (see the yellow dash arrows), our method proposes to utilize the beyond
scope long-term info (see the red arrows) to boost the current detections.

proposed recently to resort the spatial-temporal coherency to
solve the above mentioned problem. Here, the “short-term”
correlates to the saliency fusion manner, which simultaneously
considers “multiple” video frames (rather than the conven-
tional only two consecutive frames) when performing the
spatial-temporal saliency fusion procedure.

Although the short-term info usage is really effective in
some cases, it frequently fails when the beyond-scope low-level
saliency clues are generally incorrect (or with low-quality) (re-
fer to the demonstrations in Fig. 1 and the blue dash regions in
Fig. 2). We also believe that the above mentioned challenging
situation is quite common in real video sequences, which should
not be ignored.

Also, given a video sequence, we have the following observa-
tions: 1). From the perspective of the target salient regions, the
strong spatial-temporal coherency is not just existed within the
short-term frames, there may also exist strong spatial-temporal
coherency between the current frame and those beyond scope
frames, i.e., the “long-term” frames; 2). A portion of those
long-term frames may exhibit high-quality low-level saliency
cues. Inspired by all the above, we endeavor to further expand
the saliency fusion range, i.e., simultaneously consider both the
short-term info and the beyond scope long-term info to cor-
rect those ill-detected low-level saliency predictions (refer to
the pictorial demonstration of our motivation in Fig. 2). That
is, we propose to sparsely select those frames with high-quality
low-level saliency predictions in a “self-paced” manner, and then
those beyond scope high-quality low-level cues can be utilized

to facilitate the current saliency detection, i.e., to improve the
detection results of those frames with low-quality low-level cues.

To achieve this, we devise a novel key frame strategy (KFS)
to locate those frames with relatively high-quality low-level
saliency predictions as key frames. Our KFS follows the coarse-
to-fine methodology, utilizing the low-level saliency filtered ob-
ject proposals [28] to shrink the problem domain. Since the
appearance of the salient foregrounds may be varying a lot,
e.g., color information and object size, however, the object-level
non-local “spatial contrast” (i.e., the uniqueness degree of the
given object proposal to its near sur- roundings) is relatively sta-
ble. Thus, we turn the above mentioned key frame selections into
the shortest path finding problem, which automatically assign
those filtered object proposals with minimum long-term spatial
contrast feature distance as key proposals. It may be noted that,
the key frames are the frames which key proposals belong to.

So far, the most valuable long-term information is now ex-
plicitly represented via object proposals in each key frame,
and we propose to utilize its common consistency to boost
ill-detected non-key frames. That is, we leverage multiple ob-
ject trackers [29] to facilitate the revealing of the correspond-
ing common consistency, which simultaneously perform the
bi-direction tracking for each key proposal. Therefore, for each
key frame, we further utilize each tracker’ confidence rate, which
can be obtained by measuring the overlapping rate of the track-
ing trajectories, to perform supervised feature learning to en-
large the feature margin between the salient foregrounds and
non-salient surroundings. Hence, the saliency degree of those
ill-detected non-key frames can be correctly assigned by per-
forming saliency diffusion over the newly-learned feature space
(see demonstrations in Fig. 1). Compared with the conventional
spatial-temporal saliency diffusion over the color information
spanned feature space, our novel method can simultaneously
avoid the accumulation of errors while taking the full advan-
tages of long-term information to ensure the saliency common
consistency. The Matlab implementation of our method will be
available.1 The salient contributions of this paper can be sum-
marized as follows:
� We propose to use KFS to sparsely locate those video

frames with high quality low-level saliency predictions.
Compared with the conventional non-local solutions, our
method can explicitly reveal the long-term information
within the formulation of key object proposals.

� We introduce a novel tracking and learning based long-term
information revealing strategy, which lays the foundation
for our subsequent saliency diffusion to correct those ill-
detected non-key frames.

� We newly designed a self-paced saliency diffusion to main-
tain spatial-temporal smoothness of the computed video
saliency maps while avoiding the conventional accumula-
tion of errors.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

From the perspective of saliency revealing scope, the current
state-of-the-art video saliency detection methods can be divided

1https://github.com/YunX17/
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into three groups: the fusion based local methods, the bottom-up
short-term methods, the top-down short-term methods, and the
long-term modeling methods.

The fusion-based local methods. The fusion based video
saliency methods aim to integrate multiple saliency sources to
achieve robust video saliency detections. Rahtu et al. [30] re-
sort the Conditional Random Field (CRF) to fuse the spatial
contrast with the illumination contrast, achieving robust video
saliency detections than the conventional image saliency. Also
following the same principle, i.e., “the more, the better”, [31]
further explores the motion saliency from the temporal perspec-
tive, including the foreground object related velocity contrast
and acceleration contrast, and the final video saliency is com-
puted via the “additive” fusion [32] in a multi-scale manner,
which on average combines multiple saliency sources to boost
the detection accuracy. Liu et al. [33] regarded the mutual con-
sistence to guide the collaborative interaction and selection be-
tween temporal and spatial spaces, which achieved remarkable
performance improvement. Fang et al. [34] proposed to sense the
motion info from the spatial-temporal perspective via measur-
ing the short-term temporal residuals within consecutive video
frames. Further, Fang et al. [35] proposed to follow the Gestalt
theory to fuse the spatial and temporal saliency via applying the
uncertainty weighting. Although these selective fusion strate-
gies can produce robust saliency detection results in some cases,
unfortunately, the continuity nature of the movement is totally
neglected, and massive false-alarm detections frequently occur
when both the spatial saliency clues and the temporal saliency
clues are undergoing unreliable condition.

The bottom-up short-term methods. The graph-based so-
lution is one of the most representative non-local methods. The
key idea of graph-based solutions [27], [36], [37] is to ex-
ploit the short-term spatial-temporal info to ensure saliency co-
herency within a unified energy optimization framework. Wang
et al. [36] integrate the gradient flow field within the graph model
to encourage the spatial-temporal saliency coherency. Similarly,
the method [27] introduces both the salient foreground and the
non-salient background modeling into a graph-cuts framework,
utilizing the optimal binary assumption to facilitate the video
saliency estimation. In addition, Kim et al. [37] construct a prob-
abilistic graph, attempting to reveal the short-term video saliency
via leveraging their graph model to reach the stationary status.
The non-local video saliency can also be revealed batch-wisely,
i.e., within the non-local video frame batches. And the behind
rationale of the batch-wise solution is to boost the saliency de-
tection performance via pursuing the batch-wise saliency co-
herency. The recent method [24] (FD17) utilized the rotational
low-rank to perform intra-batch saliency alignment, facilitating
the saliency coherency revealing with batch-wise manner to al-
leviate the accumulations of false-alarm detections. Although
the non-local methods have achieved remarkable performance
improvement than previous fusion based methods, these meth-
ods possess less capability to eliminate long-term false-alarms
because their saliency revealing scope is still limited, especially
for those scenarios with long-period exogenous disturbance.

The top-down short-term methods. Based on the saliency
detection results of the existing model, Liu et al. [38] proposed

to utilize random forest regressor to learn the common consis-
tency of the saliency predictions between multiple consecutive
video frames (i.e., totally 3 video frames). Then, by diffusing the
learned short-term saliency predictions over the temporal scale,
those ill-detected video frames can be significantly improved.
By using the deep learning frameworks [39], [40], the video
saliency detection performance can be improved significantly.
Le et al. [41] proposed to use 3D convolution to automatically
extract the temporal high discriminative features. However, be-
cause its spatial deep features are computed by RCNN and its
saliency model consists of a large amount of tunable parameters,
which increases the computation burden. To solve this problem,
Song et al. [42] proposed to utilize the Pyramid Dilated Convo-
lution with ConvLSTM to simultaneously sense both the spatial
info and the temporal info, which outperformed Le’s work by
a large margin while running in real-time speed. Similarly, Jian
et al. [43] proposed a two-stream fully convolutional neural net-
work to enhance the saliency coherency from both the spatial and
the temporal perspective. Most recently, [44] proposed to utilize
the newly revised LSTM network to automatically integrate the
non-local spatial info into the short-term temporal info, and its
processing speed is extremely fast. Specially, although the above
mentioned Full Convolution Network based methods [25] have
achieved significant performance improvement, it still encoun-
ters several limitations including the shortage of well annotated
videos for model training and the boundary blur of the saliency
prediction.

Although much achievements have been made by the above
mentioned top-down methods, the saliency revealing scope of
the current state-of-the-art top-down methods are still limited
within the short-term scope, and massive failure detections can
be easily found toward those scenarios with complex back-
grounds while the temporal info undergoes long-period untrust-
worthy state.

The long-term modeling methods. To the best of our knowl-
edge that there are only several video saliency detection related
works have mentioned the concept of the long-term info us-
age. Gao et al. [45] treat the entire video sequence as input,
and the bi-level RPCA based low-rank analysis is adopted to
reveal the long-term common consistency of the backgrounds.
Thus, those regions exhibit large variance toward the long-term
common info of the background frequently indicates the salient
motions. However, due to the absent of inter-frame alignment
info for non-stationary videos [46], [45] is theoretically limited
to the salient motion detections in stationary videos, not to men-
tion its unacceptable time consumption brought by the low-rank
analysis. Although multiple moving camera background mod-
eling solutions [47]–[49] have been proposed, it is really hard to
obtain a stable background model because of the varying nature
of those non-salient backgrounds in the moving camera videos,
and the detection performances are significantly below the video
saliency detection methods.

Most recently, Chen et al. [16] (FL18) proposed to utilize
bi-level feature learning to reveal the long-term common consis-
tency of the salient foregrounds. And it represents the long-term
info explicitly by multiple learned feature transformations. Since
each learned feature transformation is individually learned in a
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Fig. 3. The architectural overview of our video saliency detection method.
Our method first utilizes low-level saliency and objectness to facilitate our KFS
(Key Frame Strategy), see demonstrations in Step 1 (marked with red rectangles,
see more details in Fig. 5). After that, in Step 2, our method integrates tracking
solutions (tracking results are denoted by green and blue rectangles) to reveal
the common consistency of the long-term info. And then in Step 3, we generate
trustworthy FG and BG regions to obtain short-term feature transformations.
The saliency detection results of Step 4 are obtained by our newly designed
self-paced saliency diffusion, where the yellow regions are coarsely located by
our learned transformation matrix.

batch-wise manner, those feature transformations learned from
beyond scope frame batches might be degraded when the salient
foreground object undergoes extensive scale variations as Fig. 2,
and the hollow effects can be observed in Fig. 1. Different from
the FL18 [16], our novel method utilizes the KFS to explicitly
reveal the long-term info within the formulation of object-level
key proposals. Thus, the newly revealed long-term info will be
used to guide our novel self-paced saliency diffusion, which can
adaptively deploy the long-term info to the current saliency de-
tection while handling extensive scenario variations.

III. METHOD OVERVIEW

As shown in Fig. 3, our method mainly consists of 5 steps:
STEP 0. Low-level saliency computation; STEP 1. Perform our
KFS (Key Frame Strategy) to locate those most informative
salient object-level proposals; STEP 2. Integrate tracking solu-
tions to reveal the common consistency of the long-term info;
STEP 3. Perform our semi-supervised feature learning to ob-
tain short-term feature transformations; STEP 4. Perform our
self-paced saliency diffusion to boost the detection performance.

We first follow the common thread [16], [24] to compute
the low-level saliency for each video frame. Meanwhile, we
also decompose the entire video sequence into short-term frame
batches, and our KFS will select one key frame with one key
proposal for each frame batch. Then, for each key proposal, we
perform bi-direction tracking to reveal the long-term common
consistency of the foreground regions. Based on the tracking
spanned FG (Foreground) assumptions and BG (Background)
assumptions (see STEP 3 in Fig. 3), we can utilize localized
metric learning to guide our newly designed self-paced saliency
diffusion to improve the video saliency detection performance.

Fig. 4. The common thread pipeline of low-level saliency computation. In
most cases, the fused low-level saliency outperforms either the color saliency or
the motion saliency, see proofs in Fig. 15.

IV. THE NEW ALGORITHM

A. Low-Level Saliency Computation

We follow the common thread to compute the low-level
saliency for each video frame. That is, we respectively com-
pute the color saliency and motion saliency, and then we fuse
these two saliency clues as the low-level saliency, see pipeline in
Fig. 4. In order to reduce the computation cost while reserving
the mid-level structure info, we conduct SLIC [50] superpixel
decomposition for each video frame. And all the subsequent
saliency clues are computed via these over-segmented superpix-
els. As for the motion saliency, we only use hand-crafted mo-
tion contrast features. Briefly, we propose to compute the motion
saliencyMS frame-by-frame by the Optical Flow [21] gradient,
which has two direction gradients(vx, vy). And the computation
of our motion saliency can be formulated as Eq. (1).

MSi =
∑

Pj∈Φi

‖Vi, Vj‖2
‖Pi, Pj‖2

, (1)

where ‖ · ‖2 denotes the l2-norm, φi denotes the range of the
contrast computation of the i-th super-pixel, formulating as fol-
lows, Φi = {‖Pj , Pi‖2 < 300}, Pi denotes the position of the
i-th super-pixel (Pi ∈ R1×2), and V denotes the two direction
optical flow gradients vector, i.e., V ∈ R1×2.

As for the color saliency, we directly use the saliency maps
DS from method [19]. Thus, based on pixel-wise color saliency
map DS, we then convert it into mid-level saliency vector CS
via Eq. (2).

CSi =
∑

p∈Pi

DS(X(p), Y (p))

|Pi| , (2)

where X(·), Y (·) indicate the x-axis and y-axis coordinates of
the pixel p respectively and |Pi| is the pixel number of the i-th
super-pixel.

Since both the motion saliency (MS) and the color saliency
(CS) are complementary to each other, those inconsistencies
between these two saliency cues frequently indicate those false-
alarm detections which need to be suppressed. Thus, we use
multiplicative based saliency fusion to integrate MS with CS
to formulate the LS (low-level saliency) as Eq. (3). It should be
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Fig. 5. The pipeline of our key frame strategy. The video sequence is seg-
mented into batches (demonstrated in the first row). Proposals in each frame
have been coarsely filtered (marked with yellow dashed rectangle, demonstrated
in the second row). In the third row, we get proposals from each original frame
and extract the FC7 layer feature by forward propagating through all the layers of
the pre-trained deep saliency model [19] to represent their spatial contrast infor-
mation. And we turn the above mentioned key frame selections into the shortest
path finding problem, which automatically assigns those filtered proposals with
minimum long-term spatial contrast feature distance as key proposals (the final
path is demonstrated by red arrow icons in the fourth row). At last, we obtain key
frames and key proposals. The key proposals are marked with yellow rectangles
in the bottom row.

noted that, our multiplicative based saliency fusion can remark-
ably suppress false-alarm detections because of the complemen-
tary nature of the MS and CS.

LS = ξ(MS)� ξ(CS), (3)

where ξ denotes the min-max normalization function, and �
denotes element-wise Hadamard product.

Actually, the multiplicative fusion scheme can highlights the
common consistency between the MS and the CS while sup-
pressing those inconsistencies. Also, the multiplicative fusion
scheme is vital for our semi-supervised metric learning to deter-
mine those trustworthy training instances. Therefore, we choose
the multiplicative fusion scheme to fuse motion saliency and
color saliency.

B. Key Frame Strategy

Given an input video sequence, the overall quality of the
pre-estimated LS (low-level saliency) may be different to each
other due to the varying nature of movements. Meanwhile, from
the perspective of the entire video sequence, those high quality
LS are informatively enough to boost the performance of our
saliency detection. Hence, we propose to utilize our newly de-
signed KFS (key frame strategy) to locate those frames with
high quality LS as key frames, see method pipeline in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6. The demonstration of the [19] proposed deep spatial contrast strategy
to compute the FC7 deep feature. For each remaining object proposal (filtered
by OS, Eq. 4), we measure its “spatial contrast” (i.e., the uniqueness degree
of the given object proposal to its near surroundings) by using fully connected
network to concatenate the local deep feature with the mid deep feature

For each video frame, we generate around 4000 object pro-
posals for each video frame by using EgdeBoxes [28], which
produces object-level bounding boxes with corresponding ob-
jectness degree. Then, we sort all these proposals in descending
order according to the objectness degree and discard the last
60 percent proposals. We also discard those irregular proposals
because those shapes are rarely appeared for salient objects in
the natural scene. Then, we define a score OSj to coarsely filter
those outlier proposals.

OSj = RankS(j) +RankO(j), (4)

where RankS(j) returns the saliency ranking of the j-th pro-
posal, which is ranked by descending order according to the
SNj/TNj , where SNj denotes the number of super-pixels
whose saliency value greater than 0.01, TNj denotes the num-
ber of super-pixels whose center coordinate is within the j-th
proposal, and the RankO(j) denotes the objectness ranking of
the j-th proposal. And we choose the top-10 proposals on the
basis of the computed score OS.

On the basis of these filtered salient object proposals, the fol-
lowing two facts should be noted: (1) by using Eq. (4) to perform
proposals filtering, those remaining object-level proposals may
probably include all the high-quality proposals; (2) there may
exist strong spatial-temporal coherency for those high-quality
proposals, and those proposals with strongest coherency degree
frequently correlate with high-quality LS.

Therefore, we propose to utilize the spatial contrast spanned
deep feature to locate those high-quality proposals as key pro-
posals. That is, we apply the FC7 layer feature (a d dimen-
sions feature, see demonstration in Fig. 6) of a pre-trained deep
saliency model [19] to represent the spatial contrast of those
filtered proposals. Thus, we utilize Eq. (5) to determine those
key proposals, and the determined key proposals are indicated
by q ∈ {0, 1}1×K , where K denotes the total number of those
remaining proposals.

argmin
q
||C(q� F)||∗ + λ1||q�OS||1, (5)
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Fig. 7. Demonstration of our KFS determined key frames (marked with red
rectangle) with key proposals (marked with yellow rectangle in the top row). All
the computed low-level saliency maps of the BR130T sequence (DS dataset [51])
are listed in the bottom.

where || · ||∗/1 respectively denotes the nuclear norm and the L1
norm, functionC(·) returns those non-zero columns of the input,
� denotes the element-wise Hadamard product, F ∈ Rd×K =
{f1, f2, . . . , fK}, fi denotes the deep contrast feature of the
i-th proposal, OS ∈ R1×K is identical to Eq. (4), and λ1 is a
predefined balance factor.

As we can see the first component of Eq. (5), i.e., ||C(q�
F)||∗, we utilize the nuclear norm of those undetermined propos-
als to reveal the spatial-temporal common consistency. Mean-
while, the second component, i.e., ||q�OS||1, further ensures
that the selected key proposals should simultaneously maintain
high objectness score while exhibiting high-quality LS. And the
detailed mathematical solver toward Eq. (5) will be introduced
in the next section. Also, we can see in Fig. 7, our KFS can
well localize key frames which all correlate with high-quality
LS, and the corresponding key proposals can well contain the
salient object.

C. Mathematical Solver of Our Key Frame Strategy

As we can see in Eq. (5), the most intuitive way to solve
the nuclear norm minimization (i.e., ||C(q� F)||∗) is to fol-
low the common thread of the low-rank revealing, i.e., iter-
ative soft thresholding over the eigenvalues of the given in-
put [52]. However, due to the varying nature of the indica-
tor vector q, the low-rank solution becomes infeasible, not to
mention the heavy computation burden brought by the svd de-
composition. Thus, we propose to approximately solve Eq. (5)
via iteratively performing the following sub-problems. That
is, we utilize Eq. (6) to reveal the long-term common consis-
tency of those remaining proposals. Also, we ensure the spar-
sity of the binary indicator vector q by performing sub-problem
Eq. (10) in a batch-wise manner, i.e., we decompose the entire
sequence into frame batches (following our previous work [24])
and constraint the optimization target as selecting only one
proposal as key proposal for each video frame batch. There-
fore, those finally selected key proposals are equally distributed
to explicitly represent the long-term info of the given video

sequence.

argmin
Qk
||Qk �Hk||1

s.t. 1TQ = 1, Q ∈ {0, 1}m×m, k ∈ [1, B], (6)

where B represents the total batch number, the k-th batch’ cost
matrix Hk can be detailed as Eq. (7), where hmeasures the fea-
ture distance between any two object proposal (Eq. (8)). The
binary selection matrix Qk ensures the minimum proposal’s
feature distance between two consecutive video frame batches,
which can be treated as binary assignment problem and be ef-
ficiently solved by the Hungarian algorithm [53] in polynomial
time.

Hk =

⎡

⎢⎢⎣

hk
(1,1) hk(1,2) · · · hk(1,m)

. . .

hk(m,1) hk(m,2) · · · hk(m,m)

⎤

⎥⎥⎦ , (7)

hki,j = ||Fki − Fk+1
j ||1. (8)

Here m = max{b1, b2, . . . , bB}, bk denotes the proposal num-
ber of the k-th frame batch. After obtaining all binary selection
matrix Qi, i ∈ [1, B], we eliminate those proposals which ex-
hibit weak feature consistency over the spatial contrast spanned
feature space via Eq. (9).

q

⎛

⎝
i−1∑

j=1

bj :
i∑

j=1

bj

⎞

⎠ ← q

⎛

⎝
i−1∑

j=1

bj :
i∑

j=1

bj

⎞

⎠� (1−Qi(v, :))
T,

(9)

v =M

(
B∑

k=1

U(Qk �Hk)

)
, (10)

where function U(·) performs the row-wise l1-norm, function
M(·) returns the maximumB elements’ corresponding indexes.
Once the indicator vector q being updated by Eq. (9), we then
utilize Eq. (11) to ensure the objectness and high LS quality.

q← ([(q�OS)− λ1]+)/OS. (11)

Thus, we can iteratively update the indicator vector q by Eq. (11),
where the operator [·]+ only returns those non-negative ele-
ments, and the hard thresholding parameter λ1 can be adaptively
updated by Eq. (12).

λ1 ← ρ×mean(C(q�OS)), (12)

where the operatorC(·) is identical to Eq. (5),mean(·) denotes
the average function, we empirically assign the initial ρ = 1.5,
and ρ← ρ× 0.95 in each iteration to ensure the convergency.

D. Tracking-Guided Long-Term Information Revealing

So far, we have assigned one key frame with a single key pro-
posal for each video frame batch via Eq. (5). In order to obtain
video saliency detection result for the entire video sequence,
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we propose to further utilize the spatial-temporal coherency be-
tween those previously determined key proposals to reveal the
long-term common consistency of the salient foregrounds.

To obtain the above mentioned long-term common consis-
tency, we propose to utilize multiple trackers to coarsely locate
the salient regions for those remaining non-key frames. That
is, we respectively assign one tracker [29] for each key pro-
posal, and the corresponding tracker will respectively perform
bi-way tracking. Thus, the salient foregrounds in those non-key
frames can be coarsely located. It also should be noted that each
tracker’s accuracy is heavily dependent on the initialization info,
i.e, width, height and position of the target object. However, be-
cause the previously obtained key proposals may not be perfectly
fit the salient object, we should adopt the weighting solution to
discriminatively treat each tracker. Therefore, we utilize the IOU
(Intersection Overunion Ratio) to measure the trustworthy de-
gree of the given tracker. And the behind rationale is that the
higher IOU rate of the given tracker, the more trustworthy de-
gree it should have. Hence, the trustworthy degree of the i-th
tracker (wi) can be formulated as:

wi =

∑B
j=1,j �=i IOUi,j × 0.5|i−j|−1
∑B
j=1,j �=i 0.5|i−j|−1

, (13)

where B denotes the total frame batch number (i.e., the total
tracker number), | · | represents the absolute operator, IOUi,j
represents the intersection-overunion ratio between the tracking
results (TR) which are respectively obtained from the i-th tracker
and the j-th tracker, see detailed formulation in Eq. (14).

IOUi,j =
area{TRi

⋂
TRj}

area{TRi
⋃
TRj} . (14)

Meanwhile, based on the estimated trustworthy degree of each
tracker, we propose to perform fine-level binary assumptions via
superpixel level energy minimization, i.e., Eq. (15).

J(l) =
∑

spi∈SP
Edata(spi, li) + λ2

∑

(spi,spj)∈φ
Esmooth(spi, spj),

(15)
where li ∈ {0, 1}, spi denotes the i-th superpixel, λ2 is the bal-
ance factor, φ determines the non-local range. Specially, the
first term of Eq. (15) measures the probability of the i-th super-
pixel to be assigned as foregrounds, and it can be formulated as
LSi ×

∑
O(wj), LSi represents the i-th superpixel’ low-level

saliency, operator O(·) returns wj (Eq. (13)) if the i-th super-
pixel is inside the j-th tracker’ tracking result, other wise it
returns 0. The second term of Eq. (15) follows an identical im-
plementation of [54] to ensure spatial smoothness (i.e., RGB info
spanned color similarity) of the binary assumption. Therefore,
for each key frame, we can assign those superpixels with binary
assumption l = 1 as foreground assumptions (FG), and those
remaining outliers can be regarded as backgrounds assumptions
(BG), see pictorial demonstrations in STEP3 of Fig. 3. So far,
the long-term info is now explicitly represented by both the FG
assumptions and the BG assumptions, and we propose to learn
the long-term common consistency of these binary assumptions
to enable our subsequent self-paced saliency diffusion, boosting
the detection performance in those ill-detected non-key frames.

E. Self-Paced Saliency Diffusion

Based on the binary assumptions FG and BG, we propose
to utilize the metric learning to respectively learn a self-paced
transformation matrix for each key frame. And these learned
metric transformation matrices will be regarded as the long-term
common consistency of the salient foregrounds to guide our
self-paced saliency diffusion. The behind rationale of our metric
learning solution is to enlarge the inter class feature distance
(Eq. (16)) while reducing intra class feature distance (Eq. (17))
via the newly learned transformation matrix A.

Dinter = (Vi − Vj)A(Vi − Vj)T i ∈ FG, j ∈ BG (16)

Dintra = (Vi − Vj)A(Vi − Vj)T i, j ∈ FG (17)

where Vi ∈ R1×45 represents the high discriminative features
of the i-th superpixel which can be formulated as Eq. (A1) in
Appendix, and the transformation matrix A ∈ R45×45 can be
learned via Eq. (18), which can be effectively solved by Bregman
projections [16].

min
A�0

||A, I||2 s.t. Dinter ≥ ξl, Dintra ≤ ξu, (18)

where ξu and ξl represent the slack variables, and we initialize
ξu/ξl as the upper/lower bound of the constraints’ l2 feature
distance (with confidence rate 0.85 in descending order). And
we can obtain FN ×BN constraints, which is consisted by
instances respectively from FG and BG, to enlarge the feature
margin for the inter class cases (Eq. (16)) while shrinking the
feature distance for the inter class cases (Eq. (17)), which follows
an identical thread to our previous work [16].

Based on these newly learned feature transformations A, we
can bi-diffuse saliency values from the key frames to those
non-key frames in a self-paced manner. Also, benefit from the
high discriminative power brought by our learned feature trans-
formations, our saliency diffusion procedure can well ensure
the spatial-temporal smoothness of the computed saliency map
while avoiding the conventional accumulation of errors (see the
goat sequence in Fig. 8). Here we formulate our novel saliency
diffusion process as Eq. (19).

FSti =
B∑

l=1

∑

Pj∈Φl

LSlj × wl × e−α‖(V
t
i −V l

j )
TAl(V

t
i −V l

j )‖2
wl × e−α‖(V t

i −V l
j )

TAl(V t
i −V l

j )‖2
,

(19)
where w is identical to Eq. (13), FSti denotes the final saliency
value of the i-th super-pixel in the t-th frame after our saliency
diffusion, Φl denotes the l-th tracker’ tracking trajectory in the
t-th frame, which adaptively controls the spatial non-local dif-
fusion range, parameter α = 0.5 controls the diffusion strength,
Al is the learned feature transform matrix in the l-th key
frame, and the weighting parameter w can be obtained via
Eq. (13).

V. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS

A. Quantitative Comparisons

In this paper, we have utilized four public available bench-
marks to evaluate the performance of our method, which
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Fig. 8. Comparison of saliency detection results with (the bottom row) and without KFS (the middle row). Benefit from our KFS, the saliency quality of those
non-key frames are improved via the subsequent saliency diffusion.

Fig. 9. Quantitative comparisons (Precision, Recall and F-measure) between our methods and 16 state-of-the-art methods over SegTrack [55], DS [51], UCF [56]
and Davis [26] datasets. Those state-of-the-art methods include: FL18 [16], DLVSD18 [25], DSS17 [40], FD17 [24], RFCN16 [57], MDF16 [19],BT16 [46],
MC15 [37], GF15 [36], SA15 [27], BL14 [45], ST14 [31], SU14 [58], CS13 [59], HS13 [60], MF13 [61].

mainly includes the SegTrack [55], DS [51], UCF [56] and
Davis2016(480p) [26].

The SegTrack dataset (penguin excluded) contains 14 video
sequences with frame number range from 21 to 279 with fast ob-
ject movements compounded with complex surroundings. The
DS dataset contains 10 video sequences with relatively slow
movements, and the salient foregrounds frequently exhibit sharp
color contrast to the non-salient backgrounds. The UCF dataset
contains 150 sports related short sequences (frame number range
from 50 to 100), which includes almost 25% multiple salient
object cases with GrountTruth guided by human fixations. The
Davis2016(480p) dataset contains 50 video sequences, which is
the current most challenge dataset due to various external dis-
turbances and layer movements.

We compare our method with 16 state-of-the-art methods,
including FL18 [16], DLVSD18 [25], DSS17 [40], FD17 [24],
RFCN16 [57], MDF16 [19], BT16 [46], MC15 [37], GF15 [36],
SA15 [27], BL14 [45], ST14 [31], SU14 [58], CS13 [59],
HS13 [60], MF13 [61].

To better verify and validate the performance of our method,
we leverage the well-recognized precision-recall (PR) as evalu-
ation indicator. To this end, we alternatively segment the video

saliency detection results of different methods with the same
threshold (T ∈ [0, 255]), and the regions with saliency values
larger than T are labeled as foreground. If the obtained fore-
ground is consistent with the ground truth mask, it is deemed as
successful detection, and the final precision-recall curves are ob-
tained by varying T from 0 to 255. As the recall rate is inversely
proportional to the precision, the tendency of the trade-off be-
tween precision and recall can truly indicates the overall video
saliency detection performance.

Moreover, we also leverage the average precision, recall,
and F-measure indicators to demonstrate the advantages of our
method. The F-measure can be computed via

F-measure =
(β2 + 1)× Precision× Recall

β2 × Precision + Recall
, (20)

where Precision denotes the average precision rate, Recall de-
notes the average recall rate, and β2 = 0.1 to bias toward the
Precision rate.

The quantitative comparison results can be found in Fig. 9,
and the detailed MAE, aveF, maxF and AUC values can be found
in Table I.
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TABLE I
DETAILED COMPARISON RESULTS. THE COLUMN-WISE BESTS ARE MARKED WITH RED COLOR, THE 2ND-BESTS ARE MARKED WITH GREEN COLOR, AND THE

3RD-BESTS ARE MARKED WITH BLUE COLOR

The overall performance of our previous work FL18 [16]
outperforms our current novel method slightly over SegTrack
dataset, which is mainly caused by the objectness errors toward
tiny objects, e.g., the bird-fall sequence. However, as for the re-
maining dataset (i.e., DS, UCF, Davis), our method outperforms
all the other state-of-the-art methods remarkably. Specially, as
for the most challenge Davis dataset, our novel methods outper-
forms FL18 by a large margin, which is mainly brought by the
introduction of the long-term info. Also, as we can see in the
qualitative demonstrations in row 8 of Fig. 10, the conventional
scale induced hollow effect is well handled by our self-paced
saliency diffusion. Meanwhile, because our KFS utilizes the
objectness prior to coarsely locate the salient foregrounds, our
method can well handle those cases with long period low-quality
low-level saliency estimation, see demonstrations in rows 3-6
of Fig. 10. Fig. 11 demonstrates several most challenge cases in
SegTrack and DS dataset, i.e., the intermittent dynamic back-
grounds (rows 1-4), the rapid view angle change (rows 5-6), the
intermittent movements (rows 7-8), our novel method can also
well handle all these cases.

B. Component Evaluation

We conduct component evaluation over the entire Davis
dataset to prove the effectiveness of our method, see detailed
PR curve and F-measure result in Fig. 15. Due to the ignorance
of the temporal clue, the video saliency detection merely re-
lies on the color info exhibits the worst performance, see the
Color Saliency curve. Similar, using motion clue only is also
not good enough for robust video saliency detection, see the Mo-
tion Saliency curve. Then, the motion and color fused Low-level
Saliency achieves significant performance improvement, which
is mainly brought by the complementarity nature of the motion
and color info. Benefit by our newly revealed long-term info,
our Self-paced Saliency Diffusion outperforms the low-level
saliency remarkably. Finally, the performance of our method
can be further improved via introducing with the conventional

pixel-wise assignment [16], see the Final Saliency curves in
Fig. 15. We also list some saliency results of each component
from SegTrack [55], DS [51], UCF [56] and Davis [26] datasets.
The results show the priority of our self-paced saliency diffusion.
Please refer to Fig. 13.

It also should be noted that all the color, motion, and low-level
saliency are spatial-temporal smoothed via Eq. (21) to ensure
the objectiveness of our component evaluation. In Eq. (21),
Eti represents RGB value of the i-th superpixel in t-th video
frame, j ∈ ψ constraints the spatial weighting’ computation
range where we empirically assign 25 as the maximum Eu-
clidean radius, θ controls the color discriminative power that
we empirically assign it to 30 to follow the suggestion of [62].

CS/MS/LSti

←
∑t+1
l=t−1

∑
j∈ψ e

−θ·||Et
i−El

j ||2 ×CS/MS/LSlj∑t+1
l=t−1

∑
j∈ψ e

−θ·||Et
i−El

j ||2
. (21)

C. Differences From Our Previous Works

The main motivation of FD17 [24] is to utilize the low-rank
solution to automatically reveal the short-term common consis-
tency of the salient foregrounds. Thus, those transient dynamic
backgrounds can be well handled, and the obtained final saliency
maps have achieved well consistency over the temporal scale.
Meanwhile, the conventional diffusion [33] caused accumula-
tion of false-alarm detections are moderately suppressed by the
low-rank guided alignment steps. However, due to the absence
of long-term info, FD17 easily produces the hollow effects for
the salient object undergoing intermittent movement, see the
corresponding pictorial demonstrations in the last two rows of
Fig. 11.

In order to conquer the hollow effect over the intermittent
movements, our previous work FL18 [16] proposed to learn the
common consistency of the salient foregrounds via localized
feature learning in a batch-wise manner. Then, those learned
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Fig. 10. Several most challenge sequences in Davis [26] dataset. SRC denotes the source input video frames, GT shows the ground truth, Ours demon-
strates the saliency maps generated by our method (highlighted with red rectangle), and column 4-12 demonstrate some state-of-the-art methods, including:
FL18 [16],DLVSD18 [25], FD17 [24], MDF16 [19], GF15 [36], SA15 [27], MC15 [37], SU14 [58], HS13 [60].

Fig. 11. Several most challenge sequences over SegTrack [55] and DS [51] datasets. SRC denotes the source input video frames, GT shows the ground truth, Ours
demonstrates the saliency maps generated by our method(highlighted with red rectangle), and column 4-12 demonstrate some state-of-the-art methods, including:
FL18 [16],DLVSD18 [25], FD17 [24], MDF16 [19], GF15 [36], SA15 [27], MC15 [37], SU14 [58], HS13 [60].
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Fig. 12. Several most challenge sequences in UCF [56] dataset. SRC denotes the source input video frames with Ground Truth marked with red rectangle,
Ours demonstrates the results obtained by our method (highlighted with red rectangle), and column 2-10 demonstrate some state-of-the-art methods, including:
FL18 [16],DLVSD18 [25], FD17 [24], MDF16 [19], GF15 [36], SA15 [27], MC15 [37], SU14 [58], HS13 [60].

Fig. 13. Input represents the original video frame, ColorSaliency [19]
represents the obtained video saliency using color saliency clues alone,
MotionSaliency represents the obtained video saliency using motion
saliency clues alone, Low−levelSaliency(Color+Motion) represents
the obtained low-level saliency, Self−pacedDiffusion represents the video
saliency after performing our metric learning guided self-paced diffusion and
FinalSaliency represents the final video saliency detection after superpixel-
wise and pixel-wise spatial-temporal smoothing.

Fig. 14. Saliency detection results of our method toward video sequences with
non-rigid salient object.

Fig. 15. Precision-recall and F-measure curves of our method combining
with different components, wherein ColorSaliency represents the ob-
tained video saliency using color saliency clues alone, MotionSaliency
represents the obtained video saliency using motion saliency clues alone,
Low−levelSaliency(Color+Motion) represents the obtained low-
level saliency, Self−pacedSaliencyDiffusion represents the video
saliency after performing our metric learning guided self-paced saliency dif-
fusion and FinalSaliency represents the final video saliency detection after
superpixel-wise and pixel-wise spatial-temporal smoothing.

short-term saliency consistency are pooled as the long-term info
to guide the current video saliency detection. And the conven-
tional hollow effect limitation over the intermittent movement
is well solved, see the last two rows of Fig. 11. However, be-
cause the learning procedure of FL18 is heavily dependent on
the bi-level binary assumptions, the adaptiveness of the learned
long-term info easily degrades when the scenario undergoes
extensive variations, causing massive false-alarm detections, see
Fig. 10.

Our novel method proposed in this paper can reveal the long-
term info in a much reasonable way than FL18 due to the follow-
ing 3 aspects: (1) the key frame strategy over the entire video
sequence can eliminate those poorly estimated low-level clue
induced false-alarm detections; (2) the spatial contrast spanned
KFS is much robust against to the scenario variations; (3) both
the tracking procedure and the metric learning solution guided
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Fig. 16. Failure case demonstrations over the most challenge sequence mallard-water in Davis2016 dataset. SRC denotes the source input video frames, GT
shows the groundtruth. In this case, our method fails to eliminate false-alarm detections because of the irregular dynamic background caused motions.

saliency diffusion procedure can well ensure the adaptiveness
of the newly revealed long-term info toward the current saliency
detection.

D. Saliency Detection for Videos Containing Non-Rigid
Object

In the our adopted dataset, there are several video sequences
containing non-rigid objects, e.g., parkour, breakdance and
swingbench, etc.

As we can see in Fig. 14, our method can well handle video
sequences with non-rigid salient object, because all components
of our proposed method are insensitive to the non-rigid ob-
jects. Here, for each main component of our method, we will
respectively give a brief discussion of its robustness toward the
non-rigid cases.

First, the computation of both motion saliency and color
saliency follow the common bottom-up thread (within the mid-
level superpixel manner), thus, the obtained low-level saliency
is insensitive to the non-rigid object.

Second, our KFS(Key Frame Strategy, Eq. (5)) is also insen-
sitive to the non-rigid object. As we can see the first compo-
nent of Eq. (5), i.e., ||C(q� F)||∗, we utilize the nuclear norm
of those undetermined proposals to reveal the spatial-temporal
common consistency. Meanwhile, the second component, i.e.,
||q�OS||1, further ensures that the selected key proposals
should simultaneously maintain high objectness score while ex-
hibiting high-quality LS. These two components ensure the high
quality of our revealed object-level proposal over the temporal
scale, making our KFS robust against to the non-rigid objects.

Third, our method utilizes the tracking solution to reveal the
long-term common consistency of the salient object. And the
adopted tracker [29] itself is also capable to handle those non-
rigid deformations.

Fourth, our method has adopted the semi-supervised feature
learning (metric learning) to guide our self-paced saliency dif-
fusion. Since our learning procedure is based on the mid-level
superpixels, the learned transformation matrix is trained solely
using the “LOCAL” information, which is insensitive to the
non-rigid deformations.

E. Limitations

As for cases that both the motion clues and the color clues are
simultaneously incorrect for all video frames, our novel method
can utilize the newly introduced objectness prior to alleviate
those false-alarm detections. However, our method may fail to
eliminate false-alarm detections for those scenarios that the ob-
jectness prior itself may be incorrect due to the disturbances from

TABLE II
THE WALL-CLOCK TIME AVERAGE FOR EACH FRAME

“irregular dynamic background”. And such “irregular dynamic
background” is really difficult to be suppressed by hand-crafted
methods, because it is extremely similar to those salient motions,
see the qualitative demonstration in Fig. 16. One possible way
to solve this problem is to utilize deep learning solution to fur-
ther filter those irrelevant disturbances from irregular dynamic
backgrounds. Also, our method needs about 2.6 s (CUDA accel-
erated on a desktop computer: GTX 1070 GPU, 16 GB RAM,
i7-6700 k 4.00 GHz CPU, Optical Flow and Color Saliency
computation are excluded) to perform the saliency detection for
single 300× 300 frame. We also list the time comparisons in
Table II.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has proposed a novel long-term information re-
vealing method to facilitate robust video saliency detection.
Our method utilizes the newly-designed KFS to locate those
frames with high-quality low-level saliency estimations as key
frames. The objectness prior is also used to coarsely locate the
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Algorithm 1: Detailed Batch Size Computation
Input: Total frame number FN ;

Minimum batch size BS = 6.
Output: Batch size assignment bt.
Initialization: Batch Number BN = �FN/BS�;

Batch Residual BR = FN −BN ×BS;
bt = BS, t ∈ [1, 2, . . . , BN ]; t = 0.

While (1)
1. if(BR == 0) break; end
2. t = t+ 1;
3. bt = bt + 1;
4. BR = BR− 1;
5. if(t > BN) t = 1; end
End While

salient foregrounds. We have utilized the tracking guided met-
ric learning solution to reveal the long-term common consis-
tency between those newly revealed key frames. This learned
long-term information has been adopted to guide our subsequent
saliency diffusion in a self-paced manner to ensure the adaptive-
ness toward scene change. Therefore, the saliency maps of those
ill-detected non-key frames can be corrected while conquer-
ing several conventional challenges, including the intermittent
movement induced hollow effects, the diffusion related accumu-
lation of false-alarm detections, and the detection performance
decrease when both the motion saliency and the color saliency
are simultaneously incorrect. Moreover, comprehensive experi-
ments and extensive comparisons with the state-of-the-art meth-
ods have demonstrated our method’s distinct advantages in terms
of accuracy and reliability. As for our near future works, we are
particularly interested in utilizing the deep learning solution to
reveal and deploy the long-term information to re-boost the de-
tection performance in real time for real world applications.

APPENDIX

Feature Representation. Due to the low discriminative
power of the RGB color space, it is difficult to resort learn-
ing solution directly to obtain reasonable discriminative margin,
thus we propose to integrate multi-scale spatial info. That is, for
each SLIC over-segmented superpixel (total superpixel number
is 500 in single video frame), we formulate our feature space F
as follows:

F ∈ R1×45 = {RGB3, Lab3, CN3,

RGB4, Lab4, CN4, RGB5, Lab5, CN5},
(A1)

where the up-script 3,4,5 respectively denote the features ob-
tained from different scale, i.e., SLIC over-segmentation with
total superpixel number 300, 400 and 500 respectively, CN ∈
R1×10 [63] represents the color mapping results, which is com-
puted by converting the original 3 dimensional RGB color into
10 dimension linguistic color labels. Specially, we only consider
the last two channels of Lab color info. Thus, the dimension of

feature space F can be detailed as by (RGB ∈ R1×3 + Lab ∈
R1×2 + CN ∈ R1×10)× 3 = 45.

Batch Decomposition. We empirically set the minimum
batch size to 6 in our early implementation, and the detailed batch
size computation is dynamically determined by the pseudo-code
in Algorithm 1. Actually, the overall performance of our method
is not sensitive to the choice of the minimum batch size, i.e., with
minimum batch size around 6. Also, the overall performance of
our method may become worse if we assign the minimum batch
size with extreme choices, such as when the adopted minimum
batch size is too small (i.e. minimum batch size 2) or too large
(i.e. minimum batch size 14).
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